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Abstract
A numerical method is reviewed and described in detail which allows an accurate solution of the equations of radiation
hydrodynamics for one-dimensional spherical congurations. Such problems occur in a large variety of astrophysical
situations where the interaction of matter with radiation (and vice versa) plays an important role (e.g. stellar structure,
stellar pulsations, star and planet formation, radiation driven winds, stellar explosions, etc.). The method relies on a
conservative formulation of the physical equations and uses an adaptive grid to resolve and trace any steep features
developing within the ow. Due to the wide temporal as well as spatial range of physical time scales the solution is
advanced in time by an implicit discretization scheme resulting in a nonlinear system of algebraic equations which has
to be solved by a Newton{Raphson procedure. A few examples concerning stellar pulsations of a class of luminous blue
stars closes this article. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Since photons are by far the most important sources of information concerning astronomical objects
also theoretical work and understanding of radiative transfer and later on radiation hydrodynamics
has a long tradition in astrophysical research. Numerical simulations have always played a vital role
to understand astrophysical objects such as stars, stellar winds, stellar explosions, centers of galaxies,
etc. and at even earlier times many new mathematical problems have been encountered in the context
of celestial mechanics.
Most challenging astrophysical problems involve time scales for physical interactions that dier by
many orders of magnitude and clearly the computational aspects are closely linked to these physical
properties. Usually, we want to describe the evolution lasting over many short time events like
travelling waves, light fronts, convective eddy turn-around times, etc. In many cases such dierent
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time scales are accompanied by rather sti dierential equations and every numerical scheme applied
to astrophysical problems has to deal with these complications.
Beside the temporal changes of dierent physical processes the spatial variations of gradients,
waves, etc. are small compared to the typical dimensions. Again, the appropriate resolution at these
regions of action is essential to get a correct answer to the problem. In a protostellar collapse, for
example, the matter is compressed by a factor of 1020, the temperature raises by a factor of 106. Such
a collapse ow can be characterized by an almost freely falling envelope enclosing a quasi-hydrostatic
core which is separated by a strongly radiating accretion shock. For a large fraction of time during
the collapse phase the observable luminosity is determined by the details of this radiating transition
zone.
Gravitional forces are always present in astrophysical events. In particular, self-gravity is the
driving mechanism for the formation of all complex large-scale structures. Hence, the solution of
the Poisson equation is required to calculate the gravitational potential, i.e. an elliptical equation
dened as a typical boundary value problem demanding an implicit method.
After these brief remarks on the astrophysical ‘scene’, I summarize the main features of this
one-dimensional numerical method presented in the next sections. The radiation hydrodynamical
simulations are advanced in time by an implicit procedure avoiding the very restricted time step
posed by the Courant{Friedrichs{Levy (CFL)-condition [4]. The method is based on a nite volume
discretization ensuring the conservation properties of hyperbolic equations. The numerical technique
does not use any Riemann solver since the inclusion of radiation, diusion, nuclear or chemical
reactions, opacities, equations of state of nonperfect gases, etc. lead to very complicated shock
structures preventing analytical shock solutions. Shock fronts are treated by an articial viscosity
but the amount of viscosity is reduced at least by a factor of 103 since the adaptive grid clusters
around such sharp transitions. The number of grid points is xed but individual grid points are
allowed to move freely within the computational domain. Their locations are implicitly determined
by a grid equation which is solved simultaneously together with the physical equations.
2. Equations of radiation hydrodynamics (RHD)
The dynamical behaviour of radiation and matter is contained in the equations of radiation hy-
drodynamics (RHD) stated here in their simple spherical form (for a formal derivation and various
applications I refer e.g. to [16]). When assuming small, nonrelativistic velocities, an Eulerian (i.e.
xed) coordinate system we get (denoting the gas density by , the radial velocity by u, the gas
pressure by P and the internal gas energy by e as well as the mass m integrated up to the radius r)
Equation of continuity (mass conservation):
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Equation of motion (momentum conservation):
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Equation of gas energy (1st law of thermodynamics):
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− 4(JJ − SS)− nuc = 0: (3)
The eect of self-gravity is included by the integrated Poisson equation in spherical symmetry.
Poisson equation (self-gravity):
m=
Z r
0
4r02 dr0: (4)
The simplest way of taking into account the radiation eld is by means of the grey moments of
the specic intensity yielding two equations for the three moments, the mean specic intensity
erad = 4=c J , the radial radiative ux Frad = 4H and the radiation pressure Prad = 4=c K .
Radiation energy equation (0th moment):
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Radiation ux equation (1th moment):
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In the equations I have introduced terms coupling the momentum and energy exchange between
matter and radiation, i.e. H; J; S , as well as the nuclear energy production rate nuc. These coupling
terms enter the radiation hydrodynamical equations with dierent weightings of the frequency-
dependent opacity , e.g.
H =
Z 1
0

H
H
d with H =
Z 1
0
H d: (7)
In this example the radiative ux H has to be known a priori to perform integration (7) and in some
astrophysical situations it may be necessary to iterate between the RHD equations and the dierent
opacity weightings, e.g. Eq. (7). However, there exist certain physical limits adopting the Planck
function B(T ) so that we can substitute these weightings by the Rosseland- or Planck-means
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B d : (8)
Such data are available as tables, e.g. OPAL by Rogers and Iglesias [17] or the OP-project by Seaton
et al. [18]. A typical example of such data is given in Fig. 1 which is based on very time-consuming
quantum mechanical computations. The Rosseland-mean R has been calculated at certain points of
density and temperature, usually for R = =T 36 and T6 = T=10
6K. During the RHD computations
we have to interpolate R = R(; T ) or R = R(R; T ). During the computation these tables are
interpolated at (; T )-positions where due to the implicit formulation of the RHD equations also
smooth derivatives of R with respect to density and temperature are necessary. For this purpose I
can recommend the so-called rational splines as discussed in Spath ([20]) allowing a smooth run of
the iteration procedure.
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Fig. 1. An example of a typical stellar opacity R= R(R; T6) tabulated for R= =T 36 and T6 = T=10
6K. Note the variation
of R over 10 orders of magnitude.
Finally, a closure condition is required to specify a further relation between the radiative grey
moments. The easiest solution is to apply the simple Eddingtion approximation dened through
f =
K
J
=
1
3
(9)
as the ratio between the zeroth and second moment. For more complex radiation elds the Eddington
factor has to be determined from a solution of the radiative transfer equation [28,1].
The thermodynamical properties of the uid are determined by the equation of state (EOS). In
most astrophysical applications we can not assume a perfect gas since e.g. ionization of atoms,
dissociation of molecules as well as degeneracy of electrons are typically encountered in radiating
plasmas. Hence, we have either to calculate the thermodynamic variables for every set of input
parameters or we can utilize an EOS table which is less costly than direct computations (e.g. [7]
for more details on opacities and equations of state).
3. Numerical procedure
3.1. Adaptive grid
A number of astrophysical problems require the capability of dealing with physical variables which
vary over many orders of magnitude in space and time. In contrast to the large variety of adaptive
grids used in engineering or aerodynamics which are e.g. boundary tted, the adaptive grid presented
in the following is variable in time and depends on the physical solution [8]. It is not generated
in advance but will evolve in time as the physical processes change the character of the solution.
Hence, the location of an individual grid point depends on the solution itself (see [25,27] for a
dierent formulation of an adaptive grid equation).
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The computations are performed within a one-dimensional spatial domain, i.e. [xa(t); xb(t)] where
the properties of both boundaries can depend on time. Although the grid points are freely moving
within this interval three basic requirements have to be fullled throughout the entire calculation:
(1) monotonicity, i.e. xl+1(t)<xl(t) for all t, 16l6N ,
(2) smooth variations in space and time,
(3) concentration of points at ‘important’ places together with a relaxation to a regular spacing in
case of smooth structures.
The point concentration at index l is dened by
nl =
Xl
xl − xl+1 ; (10)
where Xl denotes a typical (local) scale. In the simplemost cases we use a grid equation like
nl=const: and take e.g. Xl= b− a if we want an equidistant grid on the interval [a; b]. To be more
exible we can write e.g. Xl = 0:5(xl + xl+1) to generate a logarithmic equidistant grid. These two
examples illustrate that specifying Xl tailors the grid in the case where no structures are present.
The desired resolution R contains all information about what should be resolved during the com-
putation, e.g. density, opacity, shock waves, ionization zones, etc. and it clearly depends on the
problem to be solved. We can use e.g. the pathlength of a function f(x) as a measure of the desired
resolution, i.e.
R_
s
1 +

df
dx
2
; (11)
because this gives a natural concentration at locations of steep gradients and the points are distributed
uniformly in arc-length along the graph of f. It is therefore obvious that the discrete version of R
for M functions can be written as
Rl _
vuuut1 + MX
j=1
gj
 
Xl
Fl; j
fl; j − fl+1; j
xl − xl+1
!2
=
vuuut1 + n2l MX
j=1
gj
 
fl;j − fl+1; j
Fl; j
!2
; (12)
where the scaling factors Fl; j as well as dierent weighting factors gj for the M physical quantities
have been introduced. This leads to our basic form of the discrete adaptive grid which fullls already
conditions (1) and (3)
nl _ Rl; (13)
i.e. the points remain monotonic for single-valued functions f(x) and concentrate at steep gradients
due to the large magnitude of df=dx.
For a numerical solution of the RHD equations it is favourable if neighbouring cells have com-
parable dimensions or move at almost the same speed. The grid equation as introduced in Eq. (13)
reacts instantaneously to changes in the physical variables and might lead to very abrupt changes
of the cell size. Hence, we will limit variation of the point concentration through the ratio between
two zones
g
g + 1
6
nl
nl+1
6
g + 1
g
; (14)
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where g is a free parameter controlling the maximum permitted variation of the cell sizes. The last
condition (14) can be rewritten as
nl _
X
j
Rj
 
g
g + 1
!jl−jj
; (15)
after replacing the sum on the rhs by a dierence on the lhs one gets
n^l = nl − g(g + 1) (nl−1 − 2nl + nl+1)_ Rl: (16)
A temporal smoothing can be introduced in a similar way by damping the grid motions over an
exponential time scale g,
R(t) =
Z 1
0
R(t − t0)exp
 
−t0
g
!
dt0
g
(17)
or in a discrete dierential version with t = t(n+1) − t(n)
~n(n+1)l = n^
(n+1)
l +
g
t
(n^(n+1)l − n^(n)l ): (18)
Collecting the previous terms and eliminating the constant of proportionality by equating at two
neighbouring grid points, i.e.
~nl
Rl
(n+1)
=

~nl−1
Rl−1
(n+1)
(19)
yields the nal version of the grid equation. This dierential version is preferable since also the
discrete physical equations are written such that the nearest-neighbouring grid points enter the nite
dierences. At every index l the two left and the two right neighbouring grid indices contribute to
the grid equation, yielding therefore a so-called 5-point stencil with (l− 2; l− 1; l; l+ 1; l+ 2).
Taking N grid points (xb(t) = x1>x2>   >xN = xa(t)) the boundary conditions can be stated
by demanding e.g. a constant point concentration at the boundaries
n1 = n2 and nN = nN−1: (20)
The innermost and outermost mesh points xN and x1 can still move according to physical requirements
such as xed in space, a Lagrangian boundary, a moving piston, or whatever appears suitable.
The grid equation is always solved simultaneously with the physical equations, so the location of
an individual grid point is not known a priori but only after a successful solution of the coupled
system of equations. At each time step a new mapping between the physical space and the space of
indices is constructed.
Since the basic properties of an adaptive grid have been outlined in the preceeding section it
becomes evident that each specic problem requires appropriate denitions of the point concentration
n, the resolution R together with the physical quantities to be traced (physical variable, scaling and
weighting). In addition we have to specify the spatial tolerance by g ’ 2 and the temporal variation
through g related to typical time scales. Although the number of the parameters entering the grid
equation seems numerous their action is well dened and can easily be seen in simple problems where
also analytical solutions exist. In many cases the computation runs smoothly with an instantaneous
temporal grid adaption, i.e. g = 0.
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Table 1
Symbol Operator Description
Xl =X
(n+1)
l − X (n)l Temporal dierence
Xl =Xl − Xl+1 Spatial dierence
Xl =0:5 (Xl + Xl+1) Spatial mean
hXli = X (n+1) + (1− )X (n); Time-centering (0661)
3.2. Moving coordinates
The RHD equations are transformed to an arbitrary coordinate system and integrated over a cell
volume the original dierential operators are approximated by various nite dierences. To formalize
the notation I introduce the following abbreviations given in Table 1 which are used throughout the
next sections. For any physical quantity X dened at the grid point rl we have Xl=X (rl). Note that
the position rl is determined implicitly through the grid equation (cf. Section 3.1).
Since the coordinates are not xed in space we have to specify the relative velocity urel between
the gas velocity and the grid motion by changes of the grid point position
u(n+1)rel = u
(n+1) − u(n+1)grid = u(n+1) −
r
t
: (21)
According to the implicit nature of the grid equation the actual grid velocity ugrid is given only after
convergence of the iteration at the new time level since the grid equation is solved simultaneously
with the physical equations.
The computation of oscillatory solutions requires special care for the temporal evolution, in par-
ticular the numerical damping in time has to be reduced. This can be achieved by centering the
physical variables hX (t)i as shown in Table 1 where  = 1 gives a fully implicit scheme whereas
the mean value of  = 0:5 leads to second-order accuracy in time. From numerical experience the
time-centred variables are preferred rather than time-centred operators on physical variables. For
stability reasons a typical value of = 0:51 may be necessary (see [10]).
The physical equations can be restated on an adaptive grid as the usual conservation relations
of the radiating uid in a way which is still valid for an arbitrarily moving mesh and which is
computationally well posed. Formally, this is achieved by the standard Reynolds transport theorem
of uid mechanics generalized for arbitrary motions (see [26,7]). The physical quantities are still
the Eulerian variables and we get the transformation rule
d
dt
Z
V
f dV

=
Z
V

@f
@t
+3  ugridf

dV
=
Z
V
@f
@t
dV +
Z
@V
fugrid dS ; (22)
where V denotes a denite volume corresponding to the xed values of the adaptive mesh, dS is the
outwards-pointing surface element of the surface @V . Note that setting ugrid = 0 or ugrid = u reveals
standard Eulerian (xed in space) or Lagrangian (xed in ow) versions of the expansion formula.
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Table 2
Grid type Viscosity scale Computational shock scale
Non-adaptive lvisc ’ x grid size
Adaptive lvisc610−3 r ‘physical scale’
3.3. Articial viscosity
Since this numerical method for RHD computations avoids any kind of Riemann solver, an ar-
ticial viscosity is introduced to broaden shock waves over a few computational cells obeying the
correct jump conditions. Based on the original idea of von Neumann and Richmyer [24] we use
the geometry-independent formulation developed by Tscharnuter and Winkler [22]. Without going
into the details a viscous pressure tensor is introduced allowing homologous contractions without
pressure generation. From this tensor the viscous momentum transfer uQ and the viscous energy
dissipation Q are calculated and added to the discrete RHD equations (cf. Section 3.5). The amount
of articial viscosity is determined by the length scale lvisc and Table 2 summarizes the main dier-
ence between adaptive and nonadaptive articial viscosity formulations. In nonadaptive computations
the viscosity has to be of the order of the typical cell size x, i.e. lvisc is typically a few x. In
adaptive and implicit computations a length scale lvisc can be dened in advance leading to a con-
centration of the adaptive grid around such a discontinuity. Hence, the thickness of the shock front
lvisc can be prescribed a priori and is not directly related to the mean resolution x available in
non-adaptive computations. In explicit computations such a ne grid reduces the time step through
the CFL-condition (Eq. (41)).
3.4. Advection
Adopting any numerical hydrodynamical method dierent from a Lagrangian scheme has to deal
with the transport of quantities from one computational cell into the neighbouring ones. The corre-
sponding physical terms are called advection and their numerical properties play an important role
also for adaptive conservative computations where this transport is done with a relative velocity
instead of the usual gas velocity. The conservation form ensures that any loss or gain in one cell
due to this transport is compensated by the same amount of gain or loss in the neighbouring cell.
The basic form of an advection terms for the quantity X is discretized in spherical geometry byZ
@V
Xurel dA ’ (r2gX ad urel); (23)
where gX ad will be determined by accuracy and stability considerations. Since the unknown variables
are dened on a staggered mesh where scalars such as density, pressure, energy densities are located
inside a computational cell and vectors such as velocity and uxes are given at the cell boundaries
(Fig. 2). The quantities inside a cell are denoted by the index l whereas the quantities extrapolated
to the cell boundaries are denoted by indices l 12 . To calculate the uxes across the cell boundaries
we need a stable interpolation scheme, i.e. we will use a higher-order reconstruction which utilizes
a monotonicity constraint to avoid oscillations near discontinuities. Hence, let Xl be some quantity
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Fig. 2. Location of variables on a staggered mesh. Scalars are dened within a cell, vectors at the cell boundaries. The
grid index l is increasing inwards.
inside a computational cell. The values at the cell boundary is then given by the values of the
neighbouring cells, Xl+1, Xl and Xl−1. As a limiter we dene a scalar function  (R) whose argument
R denes the rate of change of the quantity X , i.e.
Rl =
X−
X +
with X− = Xl − Xl+1; X + = Xl+1 − Xl: (24)
The interpolant is then given through
Xl+1=2 = Xl − 12  

1
Rl

X−; (25)
Xl−1=2 = Xl +
1
2
 (Rl)X +; (26)
at the left and right cell boundaries, respectively. The function  is called the limiter of such a pre-
scription and I refer to e.g. [15] for various forms and a more detailed discussion on such limiters
of rst and second order. An even higher-order advection scheme which has been constructed for
explicit hydrodynamics is due to Colella and Woodward [3] who have developed a third-order recon-
struction algorithm. The limiter used in the following computations is a smooth function proposed
by van Leer [23]:
 (R) =
8><>:
2R
1 + R
if R>0;
0 if R< 0;
(27)
obeying also total variation diminishing (TVD-)properties for a second-order advection scheme. Note
that for stability reasons the ux has always to be taken from up-stream, i.e. the advection has to
be written as
gX adl =
(
Xl+1=2 if urel;l < 0;
X(l+1)+1=2 otherwise:
(28)
This version of monotonized slopes is based on the work of van Leer [23] where a slope within a
cell is only introduced if a clear ‘trend’ in the same direction is visible within the neighbouring cells.
In the case of emerging numerical oscillations a typical wavelength of the instability of one cell size
is encountered and the above monotonicity criterion will cut these oscillations through replacing the
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slope by a constant, i.e. the advection is truncated to the stable rst-order donor-cell scheme with
 = 0. This procedure guarantees nonoscillatory solutions in the vicinity of shock fronts as long as
the grid provides enough resolution to evaluate the shock transition correctly.
From counting the indices it is evident that gX adl depends on the four indices. The ux at location
rl is calculated from gX adl and gX adl+1 depending on the direction of the relative ow and nally, the
changes of Xl within a cell are given by the dierence between the left hand boundary situated at
rl+1 and the right hand boundary at rl. Hence, the whole advection term based on such a monotonic
description depends on quantities with indices l − 2; l − 1; l; l + 1; l + 2. This the so-called 5-point
stencil enters then directly into the structure of the corresponding Jacobi matrix (cf. Section 4).
3.5. Discrete RHD equations
In the following sections I present a dierence scheme which allows a stable computation of
radiating and self-gravitating ows, at least in one dimension. There exists no rigorous mathematical
proof for the stability but in a large variety of examples I have never encountered a numerical
instability, in particular the adaptive mesh is very sensitive to such situations because any oscillation
of a variable will increase the clustering of grid points making the numerical diculties even more
visible.
Due to the purely analytical manipulations the set of equations is equivalent to the standard
notation as presented in Section 2. An integral formulation is used for the subsequent discretization
and one can proceed by integrating over the volume V between adjacent computational cells. Based
on this nite volume conservative discretization the basic form of all physical equations is written
like
d
dt
Z
V
X dV +
Z
V
Xurel dA−
Z
V
(Xsource − Xsink) dV = 0: (29)
Since the integrated mass m is carried as an independent variable to obtain the gravitational ac-
celeration the temporal change (divided by 4) can be used to calculate the uxes across the cell
boundaries,
− ml
t
= hr 2l ihfadi huli − rlt

; (30)
where all terms have explicitly been expanded according to the time-centred description as well
as the advection procedure as stated in Eq. (23). Taking Eq. (30) simplies the derivation of the
Jacobi Matrix but has in general no inuence on the numerical solution as long as the ow structure
is well represented on the adaptive grid. An advantage of using m=t comes from keeping the
discretization stencil 5-point for the momentum equation. The direct use of r2ugadu would result in
a 6-point scheme due to the necessary interpolation on the staggered mesh. For clarity the explicit
notation of the time-centred variables has been omitted in the following sections.
The volume integrated gradient or the divergence of a physical quantity X can then be discretized
between the cell boundaries (l+ 1; l)Z
V
3X dV jl = 4 r2l Xl; and
Z
V
3  X dV jl = 4(r2l Xl): (31)
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Adopting the previous notation and including the articial viscosity terms the full set of discrete
RHD is given in symbolic notation as a set of nonlinear algebraic equations for all basic variables
like , u, e, J , H , m and r at the grid index l. The time-centering as given in the previous table
has been omitted for clarity.
(lVl)
t
+(r2l gad;lurel;l) = 0 (32)
(ullVl)
t
+

−ml
t
guad;l+ r2lPl + 4Gmlr2l lVl
− 4
c
R;lHllVl +
2
3rl


Q;ll

ul
rl
− ul
rl

= 0; (33)
(lelVl)
t
+

−ml
t
gead;l+ Pl(r2l ul)− 4R;ll(Jl − Sl)Vl
+
2
3
Q;llVl

ul
rl
− ul
rl
2
= 0; (34)
ml − lVl = 0; (35)
1
c
(JlVl)
t
+
1
c

 
−ml
t
]J


ad;l
!
+(r2l Hl) +
1
c
Kl(r2l ul)
− 1
c
(3Kl − Jl)ulrlVl + R;ll(Jl − Sl)Vl = 0; (36)
1
c
(HllVl)
t
+
1
c
(r2l gHad;lurel;l) + r2lKl + 3Kl − Jlrl + R;lHllVl + 1cHlr2lul = 0: (37)
The appropriate volume denition of
Vl = 13(r
3
l − r3l+1) (38)
has been used. Due to the staggered mesh e.g. the mean mass between two adjacent cell V as
well as other mean values have been adopted for the gas momentum equations (33) and the radiative
ux equation (37). This system has to be solved numerically together with the physical relations,
i.e. the equation of state P = P(; e), T = T (; e), the opacity R = R(; T ), the source function
S=S(T ), the Eddington factor f=K=J . The grid equation derived in Section 3.1 closes the system.
3.6. Initial and boundary conditions
Starting such implicit computations requires the full solution of the system of RHD equations
together with an appropriate grid distribution. Since a number of problems attacked by implicit
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methods are mixed boundary and initial value problems the technical demands on initial models can
be very severe and special care is necessary to obtain suitable initial data (e.g. [7] for more details).
The boundary conditions for the RHD equations have to be specied together with the corresponding
boundary conditions for the adaptive grid. Usually, the boundary conditions can easily be incorporated
into the staggered mesh. At this point I want to emphasize that at both ends of the computational
domain boundary conditions are supplied to keep the structure of the corresponding Jacobi matrix
as regular as possible. Since a 5-point stencil is adopted, any boundary condition has to relate two
points either to the left (outer conditions) or to right (inner condition) without destroying the overall
pattern of the Jacobi penta-diagonal block structure (see Section 4). Periodic boundary condition
join the innermost and the outermost grid points leading to a dierent structure in the Jacobi matrix
which modies the standard inversion procedure of the pentadiagonal block matrix.
Starting with a simple case of xed values Xbound for the variable X the boundary conditions read
as follows:
X1; N − Xbound = 0: (39)
At the innermost point a regularity condition is often encountered yielding equations like
@X
@r

inner
= 0; or XN − XN−1 = 0; (40)
where the second expression represents the discrete version.
A Lagrangian boundary requires the solution of the momentum balance and an adaptive grid
moving at the same speed uN . From the examples above it should be clear that various boundary
conditions can easily be included in the discrete version of the RHD equations.
3.7. A hydrodynamical example: the shock tube problem
Since the review by Sod [19] on numerical methods for pure hydrodynamics the so-called shock
tube problem is used to illustrate the properties of new numerical techniques. The initial conditions
are simple but discontinuous and for early phases analytical solutions are obtainable from Riemann’s
theory. All variables are normalized and dened on the unit interval [0; 1] where at x=0:5 an initial
discontinuity separates a hot, high-density gas ( = 1, P = 1) from a cold low-pressure medium
( = 0:125, P = 0:1). The gas is initially at rest and satises an equation of state of a perfect gas
with  = 75 . At both ends a reecting boundary is imposed yielding a number of non-linear waves
such as contact discontinuities, shock reections, shock merging, reection of a rarefaction wave, as
well as the interaction of a rarefaction wave with a shock wave.
Since all variables are already normalized and the problem is stated in plane geometry we can
take a very simple choice for the grid parameters. However, the performance of the grid depends
on the value of the temporal smoothing g since we have to deal with reections of waves at the
boundaries. Taking e.g. N = 100 grid points we expect a mean spacing of x ’ 10−2 and peak
velocities around u ’ 1. From this two numbers we estimate a typical ow time across one cells
of  ’ 10−2 and we can take e.g. g = 10−3, i.e. 10-times smaller than our physical time scale  to
allow an almost freely moving grid. The choice g is not so critical as long as g is shorter
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Fig. 3. A shock tube problem t = 0:23 calculated with N = 300, donor-cell advection and g = 10−3.
than the physical time scales. For clarity, the ‘standard’ grid parameter for the shock tube problem
are displayed:
f1 = ; F1 = 1; w1 = 1;
f2 = e; F2 = 1; w2 = 1;
Xl = 1; g = 2; g = 10−3:
The physical solution consists of two non-linear waves travelling to the right and a rarefaction wave
propagating to the left, away from the initial discontinuity at x = 0:5. Fig. 3 plots the variables
[(a) density, (b) velocity, (c) pressure and (d) internal specic energy] at t = 0:23 before the
rst interaction at the reecting boundary. The three dierent waves can clearly be distinguished.
Going from left to right we see the rarefaction wave, followed by a contact discontinuity and the
shock wave at the rightmost position. Although this solution has been calculated with a very simple
rst-order donor-cell scheme (cf. Section 3.4) the adaptive grid is almost ‘sitting’ on the structures,
keeping all advection errors small. The length scale of the articial viscosity is 10−3 and we nd
a shock thickness of the same order and without any oscillations. Due to the crude nature of our
dierence scheme the only deviations from the analytical solution occur at the edges of the rarefaction
wave. However, despite this nice looking solution any high-order advection scheme suitable for an
adaptive grid is preferable since the numerical shortcomings of the discretization scheme can not be
compensated by an adaptive grid, in particular for higher dimensions where the number of cells is
more limited than in this simple one-dimensional problem. The whole evolution (06t61) requires
about 100 time steps and due to the implicit nature of the numerical technique the typical Courant
numbers are in the range of 102{103.
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In general, we can say that also when using an adaptive grid, the quality of the advection scheme
determines the overall errors. However, it is desirable to avoid rapid grid motions around the inter-
action of discontinuities. The larger value of g aects mainly the long-term evolution of the contact
discontinuity since the shock wave can steepen itself depending on the length scaled dened by the
articial viscosity. Hence, we can conclude that g must be as small as possible to allow an optimal
grid distribution and grid motion. When plotting a numerical solution obtained on an adaptive grid
it becomes evident whether the grid points have been able to follow the structures or not. In most
cases the computations run smoothly with vanishing time constant, i.e. g = 0, in particular for all
kinds of expanding ows. The choice of the grid parameter is usually rather easy and values of
gi = 1 are in almost all cases sucient to resolve the structures. In the case of large dierences or
linear versus logarithmic variations of the physical variables the smaller limits can be more weighted
than the broad variations. Typically, all weightings are between 16gi65 for normalized variables.
Despite the adaptive grid being quite exible, one should avoid to load all numerical insuciencies
on the grid distribution by including too many functions to be resolved. From numerical experience
we can state that in general two or three functions such as density, energy and=or opacity are enough
to obtain a spatially well-resolved computation.
4. Numerical solution strategy
An advantage of implicit schemes comes from the large time steps that can be used during
the computations. For stability reasons all explicit numerical schemes have to obey the restrictive
Courant{Friedrichs{Lewy (CFL) condition restated here in its simplest form for a grid with a spatial
spacing of x,
tCFL = min
all cells
x
juj+ cs or NCFL =
t
tCFL
(41)
and any explicit scheme requires NCFL61.
Implicit schemes are CPU-time consuming mainly because they need not only opacity and EOS
data but also their derivatives with respect to the physical variables X either by interpolation or
through direct calculations. Additionally, they require some sort of Newton{Raphson iteration based
on a matrix inversion which scales as M 3N when M denotes the number of unknowns per grid point
and N is the total number of grid points.
During the iteration procedure we have to deal with a large non-linear algebraic systems for the
unknowns at the new time step, X (n+1)=(X (n+1)l ). If G denotes the discrete version of the dierential
equations (3:5) together with the appropriate boundary conditions one gets a system of the kind
G(X (n+1);X (n)) = 0 (42)
and this system is typically nonlinear and has therefore to be solved iteratively. Usually, the time step
is restricted by the convergence radius of the Newton iteration as well as by accuracy considerations,
e.g. the time step is limited by the maximum allowed variation of the unknowns. In the case of M
equations (= number of unknowns) at each grid index 16l6N we have NM unknowns to iterate.
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Expanding this system into a Taylor-series around the new estimate X (i+1) we obtain the correction
X from
X =−

@G
@X
−1
G(X (i)) with X = (X (i+1) − X (i)); (43)
where @G=@X is the (NM  NM)-Jacobi matrix of the algebraic system (42). This procedure is
repeated until
max
l;m
jXm;lj
jXm;lj+ m;l6 (44)
is reached. Introducing m;l species a lower boundary for variables which can become zero, e.g. the
velocity variation entering the time-step control (46) is truncated at a fraction of the sound velocity
cs, i.e. vel;l = 10−2 cs;l.
In principle, the Jacobi matrix is a (NMNM)-matrix but most entries are zero due to the 5-point
stencil adopted for the discretization scheme. Hence, the corresponding (NM  NM)-Jacobi matrix
reveals this discretization scheme having entries only at neighbouring grid points (l− 2; l− 1; l; l+
1; l+2). The matrix has a block penta-diagonal form since each grid index 16l6N generates rows
of 5 (M M)-submatrices
@G
@X
=
0BBBBBBBBB@
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
   0 @Gm; l
@xm; l−2
@Gm; l
@xm; l−1
@Gm; l
@xm; l
@Gm; l
@xm; l+1
@Gm; l
@xm; l+2
0   
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1CCCCCCCCCA
: (45)
The Jacobi Matrix to be inverted is therefore given as a penta-diagonal system of equations for the
(M M)-submatrices.
After a successful iteration the relative variation between the two time levels is calculated at each
grid index l for all M variables
sm =max
l
jXm; lj
jX (n+1)m; l j+ m; l
: (46)
Note that also the grid motion is controlled by this statement since the radius rl belongs to the
unknown variables. These values sm are used to determine the next time step t(n+1) from the old
time step t(n) by the simple condition
t(n+1) =
8>><>>:
1
2t
(n) if sm > smaxm ;
t(n) if 12s
max
m 6sm6s
max
m ;
3
2t
(n) if sm < 12s
max
m ;
(47)
where smaxm is the maximum variation allowed in the variable Xm, typically s
max
m = 10
−1. In the case
of divergence of the Newton{Raphson iteration, the time step has to be decreased until convergence
is achieved.
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The total number of iterations can be reduced usually by one if the starting value X (1) of the
Newton iteration (43) is obtained through an extrapolation from the last two time levels, i.e.
X (1) = X (n) +
t(n+1)
t(n)
(X (n) − X (n−1)): (48)
5. Non-linear pulsations of luminous blue stars
The following section reports on some astrophysical applications concerning pulsating stars (see
e.g. [11,12] for a comprehensive review on mathematical and astrophysical aspects). The excitation of
these radial or nonradial pulsations is caused by a modulation of the radiative ux through changes
of the stellar opacity (cf. Fig. 1) within the ionization zones. Hence, such a physical situation
reveals an important interplay between radiative elds and hydrodynamical motions governed by
the equations of radiation hydrodynamics. From various observable properties of such pulsations
these stellar variations provide a unique opportunity to probe the interior of stars and to learn about
their structure and evolution. The numerical method as described in the previous sections has been
applied to a number of such astrophysical problems where also more physical details can be found,
e.g. stellar pulsations [9], RR Lyrae stars [10], dust driven winds of Red Giants [13], evolution of
supernova remnants with production of cosmic rays [6].
Luminous blue variables (LBV) are among stars which are the most luminous objects with lumi-
nosities up to 106L and masses up to 100M. Due to their high luminosity and their variability
they are of great interest for theoretical and observational studies, in particular they might serve as
markers of the extragalactic distant scale. As common in a large number of these stars having a
high-luminosity-to-mass ratio, strong nonadiabatic pulsations are excited and Fig. 4 depicts an ex-
ample with M =90M, L=1:32  106L and Te =35 900 K. According to a linear stability analysis
this star is unstable in the 2nd-overtone having a period of P2 = 0:88 days. This analysis assumes
that the pulsation happens as a small perturbation around the static solution of the stellar structure
equations [5,14]. However, as inferred from the temporal evolution of this pulsation exited by a
random uctuations with 0:1 cs a transition to another equilibrium conguration occurs. A part of the
kinetic energy of the pulsation is stored in the stellar atmosphere leading to its expansion. Due to the
enhanced volume of the stellar body the mean density of the star drops. According to linear pulsation
theory the mean density determines the pulsational periods. In this particular example we nd a new
equilibrium radius of Rnew = 1:18R; static accompanied by a temperature drop to Te ;new = 33 000 K
and a period rise to 1.13 days. Note that the mean luminosity given through L= 4R2T 4e remains
constant.
The second example of Fig. 5 depicts another luminous star with several unstable modes and
M = 60M, L = 9  105L and Te = 17 800 K. The corresponding light curve (Fig. 5a) shows a
rather irregular behaviour and several large amplitude waves as inferred from the velocities changes
(Fig. 5b) lead to a more or less periodic expansion of the whole stellar atmosphere followed by an
important release of energy with up to 2:5  106 L around 90 days. The energy input triggers a
large-scale motion of the stellar atmosphere (Fig. 5c) which ends in a more regular pulsation about
the initial conguration at about 120 days. Again, the overall dynamical behaviour of this unstable
star is far away from linear pulsations around an equilibrium solution and therefore can be studied
only by full nonlinear RHD computations.
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Fig. 4. This luminous blue variable (LBV) pulsation (M =90M, L=1:32  106L, Te = 35 900 K) exhibits a transition
into another pulsational equilibrium around Te = 33 000. The period changes from 0.88 to 1.13 days.
Fig. 5. A luminous blue variable (LBV) pulsation with M = 60M, L = 9  105L and Te = 17 800 K undergoes an
expansion due to pulsational pumping.
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6. Conclusions
A large number of astrophysical problems require an accurate solution of the equations of radiation
hydrodynamics. For one-dimensional geometry an adaptive grid together with an implicit conserva-
tive formulation of the physical equations allows the development of a robust numerical scheme
for such computations. The clustering of grid points increases the resolution near shock and=or ion-
ization fronts which reduces also the amount of articial viscosity by orders of magnitude. Since
the structures remain almost stationary on the adaptive grid the numerical time steps are usually
large and many computations can be performed on workstations. Due to the resolution available by
the adaptive grid e.g. nonlinear pulsations can be followed in much greater detail over a long time
interval leading to various new phenomena. Preliminary results on a two-dimensional generalization
of the adaptive grid can be found in Balluch [2] where the hydrodynamics are solved explicitly
and decoupled from the grid motion. Using a Legendre expansion for the angle dependence of axial
symmetric structures Tscharnuter [21] has adopted a so-called Hybrid method where the radial points
move according to the grid equation.
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